MULTICULTURAL EVENING 2016

Every year an event called Multicultural Evening is organised by the international master students of GEOENGINE. This year we the students from 10th generation organised the event in June 22, 2016.

We all gathered together in teams and split up our responsibilities which involved decorations, arrangements for food and music, organising games and many more. We decided to present our country cultures through slides and prepare some delicious and traditional dishes for that evening.
Few of our friends made invitation cards and posters to the staff members and German course students.

We wanted everyone who attends this event to experience a wonderful evening with exotic dishes, interesting games and songs and folk dances over the world!
Furthermore, we wanted to convey our happiness being in the GEOENGINE program through a song. With this in mind we decided to have new lyrics with music composition similar to the famous German song "99 Luftballons". Here is the link to the video and lyrics of the song.

Lyric Authors: Agnieszka Drynda and Joanna Gór ska

GEONGINE- we are here
We are drinking German beer
Thirty two all of us
Let's today a bit discuss
Master of science course
This is our knowledge source
Thirty two all of us
Geomatics is big plus!

Thirty two all of us
we attend to the class
First semester- trial by fire
Boys and girls fight, aspire
Math, statistical inference
This is our reference
Module one, Module two
Thirty two - this is crew

Thirty two all of us
Geodesy- Let's adjust
Kinematic, Monitoring
This is also future wing.
Map projection and Physical
Planets orbit – elliptical
Module three, Module four
We are GEOENGINE core
Thirty two all of us!
Remote Sensing shows landmass
Satellites and radars
Measure objects from distance
Airborne data acquisition
is photogrammetry mission
Module five, Module five
This is our German life!
This is our German life!